Introduction
============

It is now generally accepted that several rounds of polyploidization and rediploidization have occurred in vertebrates, including two rounds of whole-genome duplication (WGD) at the base of the vertebrate lineage (1R/2R duplications; [@bib68]; [@bib36]; [@bib25]; [@bib73]). An additional fish-specific genome duplication (FSGD) has taken place in ray-finned fishes before the radiation of teleost fishes ([@bib4]; [@bib87]; [@bib47]; [@bib61]; [@bib48]). In addition, more recent, lineage-specific WGDs have been observed in various vertebrate lineages ([@bib69]).

Although mutational inactivation and loss of redundant copies (nonfunctionalization) is the most common fate of one copy of duplicated genes, many duplicate genes are retained after rediploidization. Hence, WGDs add substantial amounts of genetic material to a genome ([@bib55]; [@bib13]). An important question is, whether specific classes of genes are preferentially retained in duplicate after a WGD event. Recent studies on WGDs in eukaryotes as divergent as yeasts ([@bib78]; [@bib91]), ciliates ([@bib6]), plants ([@bib58]), early vertebrates ([@bib73]), teleosts ([@bib22]), and the frog *Xenopus leavis* ([@bib81]) revealed that slowly evolving as well as highly expressed genes are preferentially retained, and gene dosage within protein complexes or metabolic pathways is generally kept. Furthermore, in multicellular organisms, genes involved in developmental processes, regulation of transcription and signal transduction are maintained at a high rate after WGDs. The retention of such genes is rather uncommon for paralogs generated through small-scale, more local duplications ([@bib58]; [@bib13]; [@bib22]; [@bib73]).

The evolutionary consequences of WGDs and their potential contribution to the evolutionary success of anciently polyploid (paleopolyploid) species in the long term are not well understood ([@bib69]). Theoretical models predict that differential loss of gene duplicates in isolated populations may lead to genomic incompatibilities and ultimately speciation ([@bib92]; [@bib56]). Correlations of such reciprocal gene loss (RGL) and increased speciation rates after WGDs have been observed in yeasts ([@bib77]), ciliates ([@bib6]), and teleost fish ([@bib80]). Furthermore, many authors have suggested that WGDs have provided the genetic raw material for important morphological transitions, key innovations, and increased phenotypic diversity and complexity (e.g., [@bib68]; [@bib43]; [@bib2]; [@bib24]), whereas this effect of WGDs was regarded as less important by others ([@bib27]; [@bib23]).

Here, we have analyzed the impact of the FSGD on the evolution of pigmentation pathways in teleost fish. Pigmentation and color patterning are among the most variable traits in vertebrates ([@bib18]; [@bib72]). Importantly, the pigmentary system of teleost fishes is the most diverse and complex of all vertebrates and therefore offers an excellent opportunity to study the effect of WGD on phenotypic evolution ([@bib17], [@bib18]). Teleosts have more neural crest-derived pigment cells types than all other vertebrate groups. Although black melanophores, reflecting iridophores and yellow-red xanthophores/erythrophores must have already been present in the common ancestor of ray-finned fish and tetrapods, teleosts have evolved an additional pigment cell type, the whitish leucophores, as well as distinct subtypes of the aforementioned pigment cell types ([@bib59]; [@bib8]; [@bib18]). In addition, blue cyanophores are present in some teleost lineages ([@bib7]), and there is recent evidence for red fluorescent pigmentation in several reef fish species ([@bib62]).

It has been suggested that the FSGD was of major importance for the evolution of teleost pigmentation ([@bib59]; [@bib18]). In a previous study, we could show that teleost fishes have more genes encoding pigment synthesis enzymes than any other vertebrate group as result of the FSGD ([@bib17]). Here, we have expanded our analysis to a list of all 128 known "vertebrate pigmentation genes." We define vertebrate pigmentation genes as those genes that were shown in at least one vertebrate species to be involved in the development and/or differentiation of neural crest-derived pigment cells. The fact that almost all pigmentation genes found in mammals are also found to be involved in pigmentation in teleosts and vice versa (reviewed, e.g., in [@bib75]; [@bib18]) points to a general evolutionary conservation of vertebrate pigment cell development and justifies our assumption that a pigmentation gene of one vertebrate group is highly likely to have pigmentation functions in other lineages.

Importantly, many of the genes involved in pigment cell development have other functions not related to pigmentation. According to the duplication-degeneration-complementation model ([@bib29]), ancestral genes functions might be distributed among duplicated genes (subfunctionalization). Thus, in some cases, pigmentation functions could become separated from other functions after duplication. In this case, the duplication would not increase the number of pigmentation genes per se because only one paralog retains the pigmentation function. However, because the paralog that keeps the pigmentation function will be released from functional constraints imposed by other essential functions present in the ancestral gene, the duplication still might facilitate evolution of pigmentation by specializing one of the paralogs for the pigmentation function ([@bib18]). Thus, for the sake of the present study, the term "pigmentation gene" corresponds to the presumed ancestral gene\'s pigmentation function at the time of its duplication.

By reconstructing the evolutionary history of pigmentation gene families in the vertebrate lineage and by carefully distinguishing gene duplicates generated in the FSGD from those originating in the earlier rounds of WGD (1R, 2R) and in small-scale duplication events, we show that extant teleost genomes (zebrafish, medaka, stickleback, Tetraodon, fugu) contain ≈30% more pigmentation genes compared with tetrapods as result of FSGD. This is significantly higher than available estimates for genome-wide retention rates (≈12--24%). We found important differences in FSGD duplicate retention rates among functional categories of pigmentation genes, and most of the known major regulators of pigment cell development have been retained in duplicate. Our results therefore point to a major role of WGDs in the evolution of vertebrate phenotypes.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Sequence Database Surveys
-------------------------

Nucleotide sequences of pigmentation genes were identified using Blast searches against GenBank (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/>) and Ensembl genome assemblies (<http://www.ensembl.org/index.html>; version 50, July 2008) of human (*Homo sapiens*; Hsa), mouse (*Mus musculus*; Mmu), chicken (*Gallus gallus*: Gga), frog (*Xenopus tropicalis*; Xtr), zebrafish (*Danio rerio*; Dre), medaka (*Oryzias latipes*; Ola), spotted green pufferfish (*Tetraodon nigroviridis*; Tni), torafugu (*Takifugu rubripes*; Tru), and stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*; Gac). Usually, human sequences were used as initial queries. The results of the Blast searches were double-checked against the Ensembl gene families (if available) to collect missing sequences and to get an initial overview of the gene family tree topology. Pigmentation genes and their accession numbers are provided in [supplementary tables S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) and [supplementary figures S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S24](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online).

Sequence Alignments and Phylogenetic Reconstructions
----------------------------------------------------

Nucleotide sequences obtained from Blast searches were loaded into BioEdit ([@bib41]), translated into proteins, and aligned using ClustalW ([@bib88]). Alignments were carefully checked and ambiguously aligned regions were removed before phylogenetic analyses. Maximum likelihood phylogenies based on protein data were computed with PHYML ([@bib39]) with 100 bootstrap replicates. Models of protein evolution (mainly JTT + I + G) and parameter values were determined with ProtTest ([@bib1]). MEGA4 ([@bib86]) was used to obtain Neighbor-Joining bootstrap values of 10,000 replicates and to draw phylogenies. Trees were rooted either with the closest vertebrate paralog in case of larger gene families or with an invertebrate ortholog. For some phylogenies, no suitable outgroup sequence was available (*Dtnbp1*, *Atp6v0c*, *Nsf*, *Itgb1*). Although Blast hits for potential outgroup sequences were available, these were too divergent for a reliable alignment and were thus excluded from the phylogenetic analyses.

Synteny Analyses
----------------

For microsynteny analyses, genes surrounding the human ortholog were used as initial queries for Blast searches against the teleost genome assemblies at Ensembl, followed by reciprocal Blast searches of the best hits against human and other teleost genomes.

For macrosynteny analysis, the last release of Tetraodon genome assembly (v8) was used to generate a rose-window representation as in [@bib47] and [@bib22]. In this meta-analysis, we took all Tetraodon proteins (available from the ftp site of Ensembl v50), did a Blast all against all of these proteins under default parameters, and selected the first hits for which genes are on different chromosomes. A cutoff *P* value ≤1 × 10^−3^ was applied, and the background was reduced by removing intrachromosomal links and links between chromosomes for which the total number is below eight. Of note, with this last release and this method, we increased the number of strong links between the chromosomes, corroborating the evidence for the FSGD obtained previously ([@bib47]; [@bib22]). This whole-genome analysis of gene duplication was superimposed with the links collected for the duplicated pigmentation genes, which confirmed the FSGD origin for most of the duplicated pigmentation genes.

Functional Annotation Analysis
------------------------------

The Functional Annotation Tool of the DAVID Bioinformatics Resources (<http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/>) was used to test for enrichment in gene ontology GO) functional terms ([@bib44]). From the lists of pigmentation and liver genes ([supplementary tables S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online), the Ensembl gene IDs of human orthologs were uploaded and compared with the human reference genome as background. Enrichments were considered significant if the modified Fisher Exact *P* value was \<0.05.

Results
=======

Vertebrate Pigmentation Genes
-----------------------------

As a first step, we undertook database and literature surveys and generated a list of vertebrate pigmentation genes. From mammals, the list included over 100 known genes involved in coat color formation in mice ([@bib12]) from the Color Gene Database (<http://www.espcr.org/micemut/>) extended by genes important for skin and hair color differences between human populations, which were recently identified through genome-wide association studies ([@bib10]). Many of these genes have also been identified as coat color genes in other mammals (e.g., rat, cat, dog, cow, sheep, pig, horse). Additional genes in the list affect plumage coloration in birds (e.g., [@bib64]). Pigmentation genes identified in teleosts were obtained from pigmentation mutant collections in zebrafish ([@bib40]; [@bib50]; [@bib67]) available from the Zebrafish Model Organism Database (ZFIN; <http://zfin.org>) and in medaka ([@bib51]). Finally, we included information given by the Gene Ontology Database (GO term "pigmentation" GO:0043473 and children terms; <http://www.geneontology.org/>). From the initial pigmentation gene list, we omitted genes affecting pigmentation solely by their function in the development of hair or the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Genes required for the production of pheomelanin, a lighter type of melanin pigment not found in teleosts and other poikilotherm vertebrates ([@bib33]), were also not included. These genes are generally present in vertebrates including teleosts but have acquired their role in pheomelanin synthesis in the lineages of mammals and birds.

The final list of vertebrate pigmentation genes included in this study consists of 128 genes and is presented in [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Genes were grouped into ten functional categories adopting the classification for mouse coat color mutants (<http://www.espcr.org/micemut/>) and using additional information given by ZFIN (<http://zfin.org>) and the Gene Ontology Database (<http://www.geneontology.org/>): 1) melanophore development, 2) components of melanosomes, 3) melanosome biogenesis, 4) melanosome transport, 5) regulation of melanogenesis, 6) systemic effects, 7) xanthophore development, 8) pteridine synthesis, 9) iridophore development, and 10) uncategorized function ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Other categories may exist but are not represented by a known gene so far (e.g., pterinosome biogenesis, transport, etc.). Some genes were included into multiple categories because they are involved in the formation of different pigment cell types (e.g.,*Sox10,* [@bib28]).

Furthermore, we chose "liver genes" to contrast our data on pigmentation genes with another category of functionally related genes that is not expected to be under high selection for duplicate gene retention. To this end, 187 liver genes obtained from the Gene Ontology Database (GO term "liver development" GO:0001889; <http://www.geneontology.org/>) and the collection of zebrafish liver mutants from ZFIN (<http://zfin.org>) were analyzed similarly as the pigmentation genes.

Identification of 46 Fish-Specific Pairs of Pigmentation Gene Duplicates
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fish-specific gene duplicates were identified by complementary approaches combining phylogenetic reconstructions and synteny analyses. Sequence information from the genome assemblies of five teleosts (zebrafish, medaka, stickleback, Tetraodon, fugu) and four tetrapods (frog, chicken, mouse, human) was included. This comparative genomic approach is particularly powerful to infer the duplication history of gene families in case of ambiguous tree topologies as well as species-specific gene order rearrangements or genome assembly problems ([@bib18]). Distinguishing FSGD duplicates from other types of WGD (1R/2R) or local gene duplications is essential because duplicates of varying age and type show different patterns of duplicate retention and functional evolution ([@bib58]; [@bib6]; [@bib91]). Criteria that were used to conclude that pairs of gene duplicates were derived from the FSGD are illustrated by the example of *Sox10* in [figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. According to the tree topology, the duplication of the teleosts paralogs should date back to one common ancestor of the five teleost species but within the fish lineage after split from tetrapods (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, the gene duplicates should be part of paralogons (i.e., large chromosomal blocks of duplicated gene pairs) that show conserved synteny with each other and with an outgroup species, for example, human (double conserved synteny). On a fine scale, genes in the vicinity of the paralogs are connected in a pattern of "microsynteny" ([fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). On the genome-wide scale, FSGD-duplicated pigmentation genes take part in a higher level pattern of "macrosynteny" connecting entire paralogous chromosomes ([fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Macrosynteny patterns have been previously used to reconstruct the protochromosomes of the pre-FSGD karyotype of the ancestral euteleost ([@bib47]; [@bib94]; [@bib48]). Here, we used the most recent analysis of [@bib48] to assign pigmentation gene duplicates to the 13 protochromosomes (*a*--*m*) from which they are derived.

![Evolution of the *Sox10* transcription factor gene. (*A*) Maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny of vertebrate Sox10 proteins based on 563 AA positions. The tree is rooted with human SOX9. Bootstrap values (ML/Neighbor-Joining \[NJ\]) above 50% are shown. The FSGD generated two Sox10 in teleosts, Sox10a (blue), and Sox10b (green). Sox10a is missing in zebrafish. (*B*) The microsynteny pattern of *Sox10* regions in vertebrate genome shows double conserved synteny between the two teleost *sox10* paralogons and human chr22q13. A *sox10a* paralogon could not be identified in zebrafish, and the zebrafish *sox10b* (dashed red bar) is not included in the Zv7 genome assembly but has been mapped to chr3 ([@bib28]). Numbered bars represent genes contributing to conserved synteny, and genes that do not contribute to conserved synteny are not shown. Dotted lines connect orthologous genes.](gbeevp050f01_3c){#fig1}

![Macrosynteny of FSGD-duplicated pigmentation genes. Blue lines connect paralogous genes on the 21 chromosomes in the Tetraodon genome (Tni1--Tni21). Red lines connect paralogous pigmentation gene duplicates, showing that they mostly follow the major routes of FSGD duplication. A highly similar pattern is also observed for stickleback, medaka, and zebrafish (not shown).](gbeevp050f02_3c){#fig2}

Of the 128 pigmentation genes analyzed, 46 genes (35.9%) were retained in two copies after the FSGD in at least 1 of the 5 teleost genomes and 65.2% (30/46) of the duplicated genes were present in two copies in all five teleost genomes ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [supplementary figs. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S24](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). For 82 genes (64.1%), one of the paralogs has been lost in all five teleosts ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Twenty-two pairs of duplicates were previously shown to be derived from the FSGD, and 24 new pairs were identified in the present study ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The 46 pigmentation gene paralogs are derived from the pre-FSGD karyotype with at least two pairs of duplicates descending from each protochromosome except protochromosome *d* ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This shows that the duplication and retention of pigmentation genes is genome wide and not restricted to a particular chromosomal subset. Furthermore, we can exclude that some of the 46 paralog pairs were generated in an earlier round of WGD in vertebrates (1R or 2R) because such duplications would give different macrosynteny patterns.

###### 

FSGD-Duplicated Teleost Pigmentation Genes

  Genes         Function   Homo    Coorthologs    *Danio*   *Oryzias*   *Gasterosteus*   *Tetraodon*   Protochromosomes   Figures/ref.
  ------------- ---------- ------- -------------- --------- ----------- ---------------- ------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------
  *Adam17*      a          Hsa2    *adam17a*      Dre17     Ola22       GacXV            Tni10         *a*                Figure S1
  *adam17b*     Dre20      Ola24   \+             Tni14                                                                   
  *Pomc*        e          Hsa2    *pomca*        Dre17     Ola2        GacX             \+            *a*                Ref. 1
  *pomcb*       Dre20      Ola24   GacXVIII       Tni14                                                                   
  *Rab32*       b          Hsa6    *rab32a*       Dre20     Ola24       GacXVIII         Tni14         *a*                Figure S2
  *rab32b*      Dre8       −       GacXV          Tni10                                                                   
  *Slc24a4*     b          Hsa14   *slc24a4a*     Dre17     −           −                −             *a*                Figure S3
  *slc24ab*     \+         Ola24   GacXVIII       \+                                                                      
  *Dtnbp1*      c          Hsa6    *dtnbp1a*      Dre19     Ola16       GacXX            \+            *b*                Figure S4
  *dtnbp1b*     Dre16      Ola11   GacX           \+                                                                      
  *Hdac1*       a          Hsa1    *hdac1a*       Dre19     Ola11       GacX             Tni21         *b*                Figure S5
  *hdac1b*      −          Ola22   GacXV          Tni10                                                                   
  *Pabpc1*      j          Hsa8    *pabpc1a*      Dre16     Ola16       GacXX            Tni8          *b*                Figure S6
  *pabpc1b*     Dre19      Ola11   GacX           Tni21                                                                   
  *Creb1*       a, e       Hsa2    *creb1a*       Dre1      Ola2        GacI             Tni3          *c*                Figure S7
  *creb1b*      Dre20      Ola21   GacXVI         Tni2                                                                    
  *Ednrb1*      a, g, i    Hsa13   *ednrb1a*      Dre1      Ola17       GacIII           Tni15         *c*                Ref. 2
  *ednrb1b*     Dre9       Ola21   GacXVI         Tni3                                                                    
  *En1*         a          Hsa2    *eng1a*        Dre9      \+          GacXVI           \+            *c*                Ref. 3
  *eng1b*       Dre1       Ola2    GacI           \+                                                                      
  *Gja5*        j          Hsa1    *gja5a*        Dre1      \+          GacVI            Tni17         *c?*               Figure S8
  *gja5b*       Dre9       Ola21   GacXVI         Tni2                                                                    
  *Mlph*        d          Hsa2    *mlpha*        Dre6      \+          \+               Tni3          *c*                Figure S9
  *mlphb*       Dre9       Ola21   GacXVI         Tni2                                                                    
  *Zic2*        a          Hsa13   *zic2a*        Dre9      Ola21       GacXVI           Tni2          *c*                Figure S10
  *zic2b*       Dre1       −       −              −                                                                       
  *Atp6v0c*     f          Hsa16   *atp6v0ca*     Dre3      Ola8        GacXI            \+            *e*                Figure S11
  *atp6v0cb*    Dre24      Ola19   GacV           Tni2                                                                    
  *Mgrn1*       e          Hsa16   *mgrn1a*       Dre12     −           −                −             *e*                Figure S12
  *mgrn1b*      Dre3       Ola8    GacXI          Tni3                                                                    
  *Nsf*         c          Hsa17   *nsfa*         Dre3      \+          GacXI            \+            *e*                Figure S13
  *nsfb*        Dre12      Ola19   GacV           Tni2                                                                    
  *Sox9*        a, i       Hsa17   *sox9a*        Dre12     \+          GacV             Tni2          *e*                Ref. 4
  *sox9b*       Dre3       Ola8    GacXI          Tni3                                                                    
  *Sox10*       a, g, i    Hsa22   *sox10a*       −         Ola1        GacIX            Tni18         *e*                [Figure1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}
  *sox10b*      Dre3       Ola8    GacXI          \+                                                                      
  *Kit*         a          Hsa4    *kita*         Dre20     Ola4        GacVIII          Tni1          *f*                Ref. 5
  *kitb*        Dre1       Ola1    GacIX          Tni18                                                                   
  *Qdpr*        h          Hsa4    *qdpra*        Dre20     \+          GacIV            Tni20         *f*                Ref. 6
  *qdprb*       Dre1       −       −              −                                                                       
  *Tyrp1*       b          Hsa9    *tyrp1a*       Dre7      Ola18       GacVII           \+            *f*                Ref. 6
  *tyrp1b*      Dre1       Ola1    GacIX          −                                                                       
  *Csf1r*       g          Hsa5    *csf1ra*       \+        Ola10       GacIV            Tni1          *g*                Ref. 7
  *csf1rb*      −          Ola14   GacVII         Tni7                                                                    
  *Smtl*        g          ---     *smtla*        Dre14     Ola13       GacI             \+            *g*                Refs. 8 and 9
  *smtlb*       Dre10      −       −              −                                                                       
  *Frem2*       a          Hsa13   *frem2a*       Dre15     Ola13       GacI             Tni16         *h*                Figure S14
  *frem2b*      Dre10      Ola14   GacVII         Tni7                                                                    
  *Myo7A*       d          Hsa11   *myo7Aa*       Dre18     Ola13       GacI             \+            *h*                Figure S15
  *myo7Ab*      Dre21      Ola14   GacVII         \+                                                                      
  *Rab38*       b          Hsa11   *rab38a*       Dre15     Ola13       GacI             \+            *h*                Figure S16
  *rab38b*      Dre10      Ola14   GacVII         Tni7                                                                    
  *Tyr*         b          Hsa11   *tyra*         Dre15     Ola13       GacI             \+            *h*                Ref. 6
  *tyrb*        −          Ola14   GacVII         Tni7                                                                    
  *Ghr*         g          Hsa5    *ghra (slr)*   Dre8      Ola9        GacXIII          Tni12         *i*                Ref. 9
  *ghrb*        Dre21      Ola12   GacXIV         \+                                                                      
  *Gnaq*        a          Hsa9    *gnaqa*        Dre5      Ola9        GacXIII          Tni12         *i*                Figure S17
  *gnaqb*       −          Ola12   GacVII/XIV     Tni4                                                                    
  *Spr*         h          Hsa2    *spra*         Dre5      Ola10       GacXIV           \+            *i*                Ref. 6
  *sprb*        Dre8       −       GacXIII        −                                                                       
  *Myo5A*       d          Hsa15   *myo5Aa*       Dre18     Ola3        GacII            Tni5          *j*                Figure S18
  *myo5Ab*      Dre25      Ola6    GacXIX         Tni13                                                                   
  *Trpm1*       a          Hsa15   *trpm1a*       Dre7      Ola3        GacII            Tni5          *j*                Figure S19
  *trpm1b*      Dre25      Ola6    GacXIX         Tni13                                                                   
  *Atp6v1e1*    f          Hsa22   *atp6v1e1a*    Dre4      Ola23       GacIV            Tni19         *k*                Figure S20
  *atp6v1e1b*   Dre25      Ola6    GacXIX         Tni13                                                                   
  *Kitl*        a          Hsa12   *kitla*        Dre25     \+          GacXIX           Tni13         *k*                Ref. 10
  *kitlb*       Dre4       Ola23   GacIV          Tni19                                                                   
  *Edn3*        a, g, i    Hsa20   *edn3a*        Dre11     Ola5        GacXVII          −             *l*                Ref. 2
  *edn3b*       Dre23      Ola7    GacXII         Tni9                                                                    
  *Erbb3*       a          Hsa12   *erbb3a*       Dre6      Ola5        \+               Tni11         *l*                Refs. 11 and 12
  *erbb3b*      Dre23      Ola7    GacXII         Tni9                                                                    
  *Mitf*        a          Hsa3    *mitfa*        Dre6      Ola5        GacXVII          Tni11         *l*                Ref. 13
  *mitfb*       Dre23      Ola7    GacXII         Tni9                                                                    
  *Silv*        b          Hsa12   *silva*        Dre11     Ola5        \+               Tni11         *l*                Ref. 6
  *silvb*       Dre23      Ola7    GacXII         Tni9                                                                    
  *Pax7*        g          Hsa1    *pax7a*        Dre11     Ola5        \+               Tni11         *l*                Ref. 14
  *pax7b*       Dre23      \+      GacXII         \+                                                                      
  *Egfr*        a          Hsa7    *egfra*        Dre2      Ola17       GacIII           Tni15         *m*                Refs. 11 and 12
  *egfrb*       Dre24      Ola20   \+             Tni4                                                                    
  *Gna11*       a          Hsa19   *gna11a*       Dre22     Ola4        GacVIII          Tni1          *m*                Figure S17
  *gna11b*      Dre2       Ola22   GacXV          Tni10                                                                   
  *Irf4*        j          Hsa6    *irf4a*        Dre2      Ola17       GacIII           \+            *m*                Figure S21
  *irf4b*       Dre20      Ola4    GacVIII        Tni1                                                                    
  *Itgb1*       a          Hsa10   *itgb1a*       Dre24     Ola20       GacXXI           \+            *m*                Figure S22
  *Itgb1b*      Dre2       Ola17   \+             Tni15                                                                   
  *Mcoln3*      a          Hsa1    *mcoln3a*      −         Ola17       GacIII           Tni15         *m*                Figure S23
  *mcoln3b*     Dre23      Ola4    GacVIII        Tni1                                                                    
  *Myc*         a          Hsa8    *myca*         Dre24     Ola20       GacXXI           Tni6          *m*                Figure S24
  *mycb*        Dre2       Ola17   −              −                                                                       
  *Pax3*        a, g       Hsa2    *pax3a*        Dre2      Ola17       GacIII           Tni15         *m*                Ref. 14
  *pax3b*       Dre15      Ola13   \+             Tni16                                                                   

N[OTE]{.smallcaps}.---Genomic location of the human gene and teleost coorthologs is indicated. Functions: a, melanophore development; b, components of melanosomes; c, melanosome construction; d, melanosome transport; e, regulation of melanogenesis; f, systemic effects; g, xanthophore development; h, pteridine synthesis; i, iridophores development; j, uncategorized function. Assignment to the pre-FSGD protochromosomes is according to [@bib48]. [Supplementary figures S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S24](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) (phylogenetic trees) are found as [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online. Key references (ref.) show the FSGD origin of teleost duplicates: 1, [@bib26]; 2, [@bib19]; 3, [@bib87]; 4, [@bib96]; 5, [@bib84]; 6, [@bib17]; 7, [@bib16]; 8, [@bib98]; 9, [@bib35]; 10, [@bib46]; 11, [@bib38]; 12, [@bib31]; 13, [@bib3]; 14, [@bib63].

For ten pigmentation genes, we also identified lineage-specific single-gene duplications ([supplementary tables S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [supplementary figs. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1)--[S24](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online) such as the presence of two *gnaqb* genes in stickleback ([supplementary fig. S17](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). In tetrapods, there were only five lineage-specific gene duplications (e.g., duplication of *Atp6v1e1* in mammals; [supplementary fig. S20](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online), suggesting that vertebrate pigmentation genes have a rather low rate of paralogy outside teleosts.

Of the liver genes, 19.3% (36/187 genes) were retained in two copies after the FSGD with 50.0% (18/36) being present in duplicate in all five teleost genomes. For 81.7% (151/187 genes) of liver genes, one of the duplicates has been lost in all five teleosts ([supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). The FSGD duplicate retention rate for liver genes is significantly lower than for pigmentation genes (36/187 vs. 46/128 genes, respectively; χ^2^ test, *P* = 0.00083).

Lineage-Specific Patterns of Duplicate Loss and Retention
---------------------------------------------------------

Because in 46 cases a FSGD-duplicated pigmentation gene is present in at least one of the analyzed teleost genomes, both paralogs must have been present in their euteleost common ancestor. However, this retention rate of 35.9% is just a parsimonious lower estimate, as only five of the ≈22,000 euteleost species ([@bib65]) have been analyzed, and independent FSGD duplicate loss might have occurred in different lineages. A fraction of independent duplicate losses can be inferred from synteny data if RGL has occurred. In this case, the remaining singleton genes are located on paralogous (and not orthologous) chromosomes when two lineages are compared.

Using the paralogy/orthology assignment of teleost chromosomes established by [@bib48], we identified four such cases (*ebna1bp2*, *eda*, *drd2*, *snai2*) through comparison of the location of singletons on zebrafish chromosomes to the chromosomal position in medaka and Tetraodon ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). This gives a RGL rate of 3% (4/128 genes) between zebrafish and acanthomporphs for pigmentation genes. Adding the four RGL genes to the 46 retained duplicates at least 50 (39.1%) pigmentation gene duplicates had been retained in the last common euteleost ancestor of the five analyzed teleosts ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This might still be an underestimation, as possible independent loss of orthologous gene copies in divergent lineages is not taken into account. Convergent duplicate loss becomes progressively more likely compared with RGL with advancing time since the duplication event and increasing sequence divergence of paralogs ([@bib78]). A similar analysis of liver genes revealed 4/187 instances (2%) of RGL ([supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Thus, the estimate for FSGD duplicate retention in the euteleost ancestor for liver genes is 21.4% (40/187 genes; [fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [supplementary fig. S25](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Within the ∼50 Myr between the FSGD and the divergence of zebrafish from the acanthomorphs (medaka, stickleback, pufferfishes; [@bib48]), both, pigmentation and liver genes, have lost the majority of FSGD duplicates. However, the loss rate has been significantly lower (χ^2^ test, *P* = 0.00065) for pigmentation genes (60.9%) compared with liver genes (78.6%).

![Evolution of teleost pigmentation gene repertoires following the FSGD. (*A*) In the five extant teleost genomes, around 30% of FSGD-duplicated pigmentation genes (P; *n* = 128) have been retained. Duplicated liver genes (L; *n* = 187) have been retained by only 14% in extant teleosts. In the hypothetical euteleost ancestor, almost twice as many duplicates had been retained for pigmentation genes compared with liver genes (39.1% vs. 21.4%). For all five teleost genomes as well as for the reconstructed euteleost ancestor, the retention rates of pigmentation versus liver genes are significantly different (χ^2^ tests; \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (*B*) Losses of pigmentation gene duplicates mapped onto the teleost phylogeny ([@bib82]). Numbers of pigmentation genes retained in duplicate are given in boxes. Gene loss rates in percent are based on the number of retained duplicates at the previous node in the phylogeny. The majority of duplicate losses have occurred before the divergence of the five euteleost species (60.9%). Within acanthomorphs (medaka, stickleback, pufferfishes), further losses have occurred shortly after the split from the zebrafish lineage (18.0%) and lineage-specific gene losses are relatively rare. Gene loss rates of pigmentation genes are generally lower than of liver genes (L; see also [supplementary fig. S25](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online).](gbeevp050f03_3c){#fig3}

During the divergence of euteleosts, further lineage-specific duplicate losses have occurred that can be mapped onto the phylogeny ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, independent loss of several pigmentation gene duplicates has occurred in the lineage leading to zebrafish (ten losses) as well as in the lineage leading to acanthomorphs (nine losses). Within acanthomorphs, most gene losses have occurred shortly after the split from the zebrafish lineage and later lineage-specific loss of duplicates is rare compared with the liver genes ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

In the extant five teleost genomes, finally, a similar FSGD-duplicated retention rate of ≈30% is observed for pigmentation genes across the euteleost phylogeny. Pufferfishes do not deviate from this trend despite the massive genome compaction that has occurred in their lineage ([@bib20]). Liver genes, in contrast, have retained only around 12--16% of FSGD duplicates in the extant teleosts due to their higher loss rates before and after the euteleost divergence ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Duplicate Retention Rates Differ among Functional Categories
------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we asked about the functional distribution of duplicated pigmentation genes. A comparison of the different pigment cell types shows ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) that the retention rate for melanophores (37.0%; 37/100 genes; categories a--f) and iridophores (36.4%; 4/11 genes; category i) are similar to the rate for all pigmentation genes (35.9%; 46/128 genes). For xanthophores, the retention rate seems to be elevated (50%; 11/22 genes; categories g and h) but this is not statistically significant (χ^2^ test, *P* = 0.20937). Noticeably, genes that have been assigned to more than one pigment cell type are retained at a rate of 63.6% (7/11 genes; [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online).

###### 

FSGD Duplicate Retention Rates According to Pigmentation Gene Functions

  Category                          Number of genes   FSGD duplicates   Retention rate (%)
  --------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- --------------------
  All pigmentation genes            128               46                35.9
  Melanophore genes                 100               37                37.0
      Melanophore development       45                22                48.9
      Melanosome components         10                6                 60.0
      Melanosome biogenesis\*       22                2                 9.1
      Melanosome transport          4                 3                 75.0
      Regulation of melanogenesis   7                 3                 42.0
      Systemic effects              13                2                 15.4
  xanthophore genes                 22                11                50.0
      Xanthophore development\*\*   11                9                 81.8
      Pteridine synthesis           11                2                 18.2
  Iridophore genes                  11                4                 36.4
  Uncategorized                     10                3                 30.0
  Genes in multiple categories      11                7                 63.6

N[OTE]{.smallcaps}.---\**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01 in χ^2^ tests compared with the category "all pigmentation genes."

There are important differences among the different functional classes of pigmentation genes ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Within the six melanophore categories, four of them have a higher retention rate than the overall average for pigmentation genes: melanophore development (48.9%; 22/45 genes), melanosome components (60.0%; 6/10 genes), melanosome transport (75.0%; 3/4 genes), and regulation of melanogenesis (42.9%; 3/7 genes). However, none of them is significantly different from the pigmentation gene average. In contrast, genes involved in melanosome biogenesis have a significantly reduced FSGD duplicate retention rate of 9.1% compared with the pigmentation gene average (2/22 genes; χ^2^ test, *P* = 0.01264). The category of systemic effect genes also has a comparatively low retention rate (15.4%; 2/13 genes).

The two xanthophore categories deviate in their FSGD duplicate retention rate. The rate for pteridine synthesis genes, which are involved in the formation of the yellow pigment, is comparatively low (18.2%; 2/11 genes). Interestingly, sepiapterin reductase, an enzyme that is involved in multiple steps of this metabolic pathway ([@bib99]), is encoded by two FSGD duplicates in teleosts ([@bib17]).

Xanthophore development genes, finally, have the highest retention rate of all categories (81.8%), which is significantly higher than the pigment cell average rate (χ^2^ test, *P* = 0.00282). Due to this high retention rate in xanthophore development, xanthophore genes have a higher FSGD duplicate retention rate than melanophores and iridophores.

Duplications in the Pigment Cell Regulatory Networks
----------------------------------------------------

Crucial questions are how the duplicated teleost pigmentation genes are connected to each other and at which positions FSGD duplicates have been retained in the regulatory network of pigment cell development. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates our current understanding of the signaling network in vertebrate melanocyte/melanophore development with the Mitf transcription factor as master regulator in the central position ([@bib11]; [@bib85]; [@bib52]; [@bib53]). Nearly all known key players of this network, that is,*Sox10*, *Pax3*, *Kit*, *Kitl*, *Ednrb1*, *Edn3*, and *Mitf*, have been retained in duplicate after FSGD. Thus, it appears that large parts of this pathway are present in two copies in teleosts. However, there are also subtle differences between teleost species in the retention of pathway component duplicates ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Impact of the FSGD on the melanocyte/-phore signaling network. Many components have been identified by pigmentation mutants in both, mammals and teleosts. Diverse external signals are integrated on the promoter of the *Mitf* transcription factor gene, the master regulator of melanophore development ([@bib11]; [@bib52]). Mitf regulates the expression of melanogenic enzymes, which catalyze the biosynthesis of melanin from tyrosine in melanosomes. The αMSH peptide is encoded by the *Pomc* gene. Lef1 is a downstream target of the Wnt signaling pathway. Red indicates duplications as result of the FSGD present in all five teleost genomes analyzed and gray indicates singleton genes. Molecules with divided red/gray shading indicate genes retained in duplicate in some teleost lineages but singleton in others (see [table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Most of the key regulators of the melanophore signaling network have been retained in two copies in teleosts. The signaling network is adapted from [@bib85], [@bib52], and [@bib53].](gbeevp050f04_3c){#fig4}

Almost nothing is known about the composition of the regulatory networks in other pigment cell types. The current knowledge of the xanthophore network is summarized in [supplementary figure S26](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) ([Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Also here, large parts have been retained in two copies after the FSGD and differences between teleost lineages are apparent.

Discussion
==========

Expansion of the Pigmentation Gene Repertoire in Teleosts as Result of the FSGD
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The listing of vertebrate pigmentation genes assembled in the present study ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online) shows that in many cases orthologous genes are affected in pigmentation mutants in mammals, in birds, and also in teleosts. This points, once again, to the evolutionary conservation of the pigmentary system, at least with respect to the development of melanophores/melanocytes, the only pigment cell type present in all vertebrate groups.

However, an important difference between tetrapods and teleosts is that the latter, as result of the FSGD, have an increased repertoire of genes potentially involved in pigmentation. Extant teleost genomes have retained around 30% of duplicated pigmentation genes from the FSGD. This FSGD duplicate retention rate for teleost pigmentation genes is higher than several genome-wide estimates for teleosts that range between 12% and 24% based on different approaches and data sets ([@bib71]; [@bib47]; [@bib94]; [@bib22]; [@bib49]). Importantly, genome-wide FSGD duplicate retention does not differ significantly between the five teleost genomes ([@bib49]).

We compared our data on pigmentation and liver genes to the genome-wide FSGD-duplicated retention rates from [@bib22] and [@bib49] that have used synteny and phylogenetic methods as well. This revealed that the FSGD duplicate retention rate is significantly higher than for the genome-wide estimates ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). For example, 29.7% (38/128) of FSGD pigmentation gene duplicates have been retained in Tetraodon ([fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, Brunet et al. (2006), which used the most comparable approach to ours to detect FSGD duplicates, reported a significantly lower (χ^2^ test, *P* = 1.7 × 10^−5^) genome-wide FSGD duplicate retention rate in Tetraodon of 15.4% (364/2,371 analyzed genes). The genome-wide estimates for duplicate retention from [@bib49] are generally also significantly lower than for pigmentation genes ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Liver gene duplicates, in contrast, only have been retained in 12--16% of cases, which is similar or even lower than the genome-wide retention estimates ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Hence, pigmentation genes seem to have been preferentially retained in two copies following the FSGD. The FSGD therefore has generated a significant proportion of additional genes potentially involved in pigmentation.

[@bib76] recently reported FSGD duplicate retention rates for signal transduction and metabolic pathways in zebrafish, medaka, stickleback, and Tetraodon. Particularly, the retention rates for the signal transductions pathways involved in long-term potentiation of synaptic transmission, olfactory transduction, and taste transduction (25--35%) were higher than genome-wide estimates. These retention rates for signal transduction are in the range of pigmentation genes and do not significantly differ from them ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Thus, besides pigmentation, other pathways also show high rates of FSGD duplicate retention.

An important question is whether the high retention rate of duplicated pigmentation genes is due to the overrepresentation of certain functional categories among pigmentation genes. For example, enrichment for transcription factors, developmental genes, and cell communication proteins has been found for retained duplicates after the FSGD ([@bib22]; [@bib49]) and the earlier vertebrate genome duplications ([@bib73]). Pigmentation genes are not enriched for transcription factor activity or cell communication. More general, developmental terms are enriched in pigmentation genes but likewise this also applies, for example, for liver genes ([supplementary table S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). This shows that although the enrichment of developmental terms among pigmentation genes may contribute to their retention, it is unlikely that this functional category alone is responsible for the expansion of the pigmentation gene repertoire after the FSGD. In fact, some specific groups of pigmentation genes, which are not enriched for developmental terms, have an exceptionally high FSGD duplicate retention rate (see below). It remains to be determined, if other properties like the number of gene functions or network connections could explain the differences in retention rate between pigmentation genes and other functional groups such as the liver genes.

Previous studies showed that there is broad variation in the enrichment/depletion of GO terms among FSGD duplicates ([@bib22]; [@bib49]). Our data on functional categories of pigmentation genes ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) further suggest that FSGD duplicate retention rates can deviate considerably from the genome-wide estimates. In future studies, it will be thus necessary to further study in more detail FSGD gene duplicate retention and loss to identify functional groups, pathways, and networks with particularly high or low retention rates. Those pathways will then be interesting candidates to further study the impact of the FSGD for teleost evolution on the functional level.

Patterns of Pigmentation Gene Duplicate Loss and Retention
----------------------------------------------------------

The reconstruction of pigmentation gene repertoire evolution after the FSGD revealed that, taking RGL into account, at least around 40% of FSGD-duplicated pigmentation genes have been retained in the last common euteleost ancestor of zebrafish, medaka, stickleback, and pufferfishes. Unfortunately, comparable genome-wide estimates are not available at present. [@bib76] estimated the FSGD duplicate retention rate for signal transduction pathway genes in the last euteleost ancestor to be 42.7%. For liver genes ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and the metabolic tricarboxylic acid cycle ([@bib76]), in contrast, the FSGD retention rate in the euteleost ancestor had been around 20% and 26%, respectively. Taken together, these data point to a comparatively low rate of duplicate pigmentation gene loss before the euteleost divergence.

But also euteleosts appear to have lost comparatively few pigmentation duplicates. According to previous estimates, only around 50% of genes retained in duplicate in zebrafish have also been retained in two copies in pufferfishes ([@bib87]; [@bib94]). Similarly, for liver genes, this value is estimated around 57% (17/30). For pigmentation genes, in contrast, 80% (32/40 genes) of retained duplicates in zebrafish are also retained in pufferfishes. Thus, lineage-specific loss of gene duplicates seems to have been comparatively low for pigmentation genes. This pattern would be expected if the duplicated genes have kept only low redundancy levels and both have become essential before the divergence of euteleosts, precluding later gene loss. As the pigmentary innovations of the teleosts lineage are thought to predate the split of zebrafish and acanthomorphs ([@bib18]), this observation points to a possible phylogenetic correlation of the refinement of the teleost pigmentary system and the acquisition of important functions by duplicated pigmentation genes.

Pigmentation Genes Follow General Patterns of WGD Duplicate Retention
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Our analyses suggest that there are important differences in the rate of FSGD duplicate retention among pigment cell types as well as among the different functional categories for a given cell type. Although many of the comparisons are statistically not significant due to the relative small set of genes analyzed for most categories, several interesting trends become apparent.

For example, almost all genes involved in melanosome biogenesis have been reverted to the single-gene status after the FSGD. Genes of this category encode proteins with general functions in the formation melanosomes and other lysosome-related organelles. These proteins build large complexes that route other proteins to organelles including melanosomes ([@bib12]; [@bib74]). Genes of this category seem to have been lost concertedly after the FSGD to avoid detrimental imbalances and to keep stoichiometry of complex units, following the predictions of the "gene balance hypothesis" ([@bib70]). Furthermore, this group of genes is usually prone to the loss of duplicated genes because they are generally singleton genes in vertebrates, that is, reduction to the single-gene status has also occurred after the 1R/2R WGDs (data not shown). Theoretically, stoichiometry would also be maintained if all subunit duplicates had been retained after the FSGD. However, it has been previously shown for *Paramecium*, which has also undergone multiple rounds of WGD, that this is only a transient phase and complex constituents tend to return to the single-gene status after old WGDs ([@bib6]). Here, this also is the case for 1R/2R/FSGD duplicates of melanosome biogenesis protein complex genes.

Sixty percent of genes encoding the components of melanosomes, that is, proteins present in mature melanosomes ([@bib12]), have retained both copies after the duplication in the FSGD. To this category belong mainly the enzymes involved in melanin synthesis. The components of melanosomes are specialized for pigmentary functions and are not enriched for developmental genes. The high retention rate of this group has been also observed in our previous analysis of teleost pigment synthesis pathways ([@bib17]). It might be related to subfunctionalization of paralogs for melanogenesis within the melanosomes of melanophores versus those of the RPE, for which there is some evidence from teleost pigmentation mutants (reviewed in [@bib18]). Furthermore, our functional analysis of *tyrp1* gene duplicates revealed that FSGD paralogs at least from this functional group diverge in a lineage-specific manner ([@bib15]).

Genes involved in melanosome transport within the pigment cell also might be preferentially retained after the FSGD. Although this observation is based on four genes only, it might reveal important innovations in physiological color change. Physiological color change by moving melanosomes from the cell center to the periphery (darkening) or vice versa (lightening) is very important for many behavioral aspects and is highly sophisticated in teleosts compared with other vertebrates ([@bib32]; [@bib34]).

Genes involved in the development of pigment cells are retained in duplicate at a high rate. This is the case for genes required for the development of melanophores as well as for xanthophore development. These two categories contain many transcription factors and signaling pathway components ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online). Retention and functional divergence of duplicated developmental regulatory genes would be expected if the FSGD has made an important contribution to teleost-specific features of pigment cell evolution such as the partitioning of melanophores and xanthophores into distinct subpopulations that are under different genetic controls ([@bib67]; [@bib59]).

Most striking is the high retention rate for genes involved in xanthophore development with around 82%. This category consists mainly of genes for signaling and transcriptional control, reflecting the general high retention rate of development genes after the FSGD ([@bib22]). Furthermore, most of them (*Edn3*, *Ednrb1*, *Sox10*, *Pax3*, etc.) are involved in the development of more than one pigment cell type. Thus, it remains open whether the high FSGD retention rate for xanthophore developmental genes is indeed founded in xanthophore-specific characteristics. If so, one would expect also an exceptional high FSGD retention rate for xanthophore-specific genes, of which, unfortunately, only few have been identified so far. Interestingly, xanthophores are the evolutionary youngest pigment cell type that seems to have emerged in the gnathostome lineage after the divergence of agnathans. Melanophores and iridophores, in contrast, were already present in the vertebrate ancestor ([@bib59]; [@bib18]).

In conclusion, the comparison of functional categories of pigmentation genes reveals that the retention of FSGD duplicates, being noticeably high, follows more general WGD duplicate retention patterns, that is, preservation of protein complex stoichiometries and overrepresentation of developmental genes among retained duplicates. Genes with multiple functions for pigment cell development also seem to be preferentially retained. Other studies also found multifunctionality to be an important determinant for duplicate retention after the FSGD ([@bib76]) and the early vertebrate WGDs ([@bib45]).

Evolution of Teleost Pigmentation Pathways by Genome Duplication
----------------------------------------------------------------

Looking at duplicated pigmentation genes in the context of regulatory networks revealed that large parts of the melanophore and xanthophore pathways ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [supplementary fig. S26](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evp050/DC1) online) are present in two copies in teleosts. As all pigment cell types develop from a common precursor cell ([@bib9]), a similar situation can be expected for the developmental pathways of other pigment cells.

According to a model recently developed by [@bib30], increasing morphological complexity in the evolution of plants and animals is passively driven by recurrent WGDs. As result of WGDs, duplicated functional modules would accumulate in the gene pool and provide the genetic fundament for morphological innovations. For example, this may be the case when duplicated pathway components become specialized for sister cell types derived from a common evolutionary precursor ([@bib5]). Despite these and other hypotheses based on theoretical models, the understanding of duplicated functional modules, pathways, and networks in multicellular organisms remains rudimentary. There are so far only few examples for WGD-derived functional module or pathway duplications: the starch biosynthesis pathway in rice ([@bib95]), the C4 photosynthetic pathway in grasses ([@bib90]), the egesterol pathway in the fungus *Rhizopus oryzae* ([@bib57]), and presumably the core network of cartilage development in vertebrates (Hecht et al. 2008). The present study suggests that the teleost pigmentation pathways represent further examples of WGD-duplicated functional modules. In contrast to the aforementioned studies, the pigmentation pathways analyzed here include in addition to the enzymes implicated in the biosynthesis of defined products such diverse gene categories as developmental genes for lineage specification and differentiation, subcellular organelle formation, intracellular transport, and homeostasis.

Duplications at different levels of organismal organization (e.g., gene network, cell type, tissue, body segment, behavioral program) are considered major sources of evolutionary novelties ([@bib93]). [@bib66] proposed that "coduplication", that is, the phylogenetic coincidence of gene duplications with the appearance of new structures should be considered as a null model for the origin of evolutionary novelties. In the present case, there seems to be a phylogenetic correlation between the pigmentary innovations such as leucophores that appear to predate the euteleost lineage ([@bib18]) and the generation of additional pigmentation genes by the FSGD, which is in line with the coduplication null model.

Relatively little is known about how the components of the pigment cell pathways have evolved after duplication with respect to functional divergence. For example, they could have evolved new functions (neofunctionalization) involved in teleost pigmentary novelties. Another evolutionary fate of functional module components could have been subfunctionalization of ancestral functions, as observed for the *mitf* paralogs in zebrafish ([@bib54]; [@bib3]). The ancestral functions in RPE and in melanophore development have been distributed with *mitfa* being expressed in melanophores and *mitfb* in the RPE ([@bib54]). This functional specialization is also seen for the *silv* paralogs in zebrafish ([@bib79]) and the *tyrp1* duplicates in medaka ([@bib15]). The expression of *silv* and *tyrp1* genes is under the transcriptional control of Mitf ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, it appears that at least parts of the duplicated functional module shown in [figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} have become specialized for the melanophore or the RPE (for a review, see also [@bib18]).

More generally, however, the function of both paralogs as pigmentation genes remains to be demonstrated. In some cases, one of the two duplicates might have become specialized for the pigmentation function. This is seen for the Kit ligand--receptor pair. After FSGD, only *kitla* and *kita* are still involved in melanophore development, whereas *kitlb* and *kitb* have different, yet unknown functions not related to pigmentation ([@bib60]; [@bib46]). Nevertheless, such cases can increase the evolvability of the pigmentary system because it releases it from functional constraints imposed by other essential functions of the ancestral gene.

Finally, our analysis also gives some insights into the potential contribution of the FSGD to the diversity of pigmentation among teleosts. There are subtle differences between teleost species in the retention of pathway component duplicates ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Such modifications (e.g., loss of *sox10a* in zebrafish) might be the genomic basis of species-specific differences in pigment cell repertoires like the absence of leucophores from larval pigment patterns in the zebrafish. On top of that, lineage-specific divergence of retained pigmentation paralogs provides potential for further pigmentary divergence among teleosts.

Conclusions
===========

Our study shows that in teleosts the increase of complexity in the pigmentary system is correlated with an increase in the repertoire of pigmentation genes. Modern teleosts have around 30% more pigmentation genes than tetrapods as result of FSGD. Large parts of the functional modules of pigment cell development and differentiation have been retained after the FSGD, presumably providing the genetic raw material for teleost-specific pigment cell innovations. Importantly, WGDs enable at the same time the duplication of all genes found in a given, fine-tuned pathway, generating a complete copy of the ancestral network upon which selection can act. Such duplication of entire pathways would hardly be possible by succeeding simple gene duplications. It has been proposed that genetic novelties arising from 1R/2R in early vertebrates might have enabled the evolution of major vertebrate innovations such as the endoskeleton or the neural crest and its derivatives ([@bib68]; [@bib83]; [@bib89]; [@bib97]). However, empirical data supporting these hypotheses are mainly restricted to few genes. Despite the fact that protein interaction is an important parameter for paralog evolution ([@bib21]) and that network duplication might substantially contribute to cell type diversification ([@bib5]), information on how developmental signaling cascades and regulatory networks have been influenced by WGDs is sparse. By the example of pigmentation pathways, the present study provides evidence for existence of duplicates of regulatory networks as result of the FSGD in teleosts, supporting an important role of WGDs for the phenotypic evolution in vertebrates.

The present study and the recent study by [@bib76] have presented a framework for future evolutionary investigation of other networks following WGD. For example, visual perception networks might also have been particularly prone for duplicate retention ([@bib14]; [@bib37]) and could have evolved concomitantly to pigmentary innovations. Finally, our survey for pigmentation genes will be a helpful resource for ongoing studies using teleosts as models for pigmentary diseases and melanoma formation and investigating the evolution and development of pigmentation in colorful teleosts such as cichlids and guppies.
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